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Small Star Foil Balloons 

At present, Borun balloon factory is one of the 

main manufacturers of small star foil balloons, and 

also the supplier of balloons with the most 

complete colors and standard sizes. The Small 

star foil balloon is made of foil material, and the 

edge is sealed after the mold is fixed. Every day, 

Borun Balloon factory will also produce 2W to 

30,000 foil balloons in normal production of latex 

balloons, so many customers say that we are the 

most comprehensive balloon manufacturer in 

China. 

 

 

Product Description 

The most popular small star foil balloons are 5 "star foil balloon, 10" star foil balloon and 12 

"star foil balloon. Because these three sizes can be used in a variety of situations, they can be 

used to decorate balloon arch, as individual props or ornaments, or as balloon toys. At present, 

the foil balloons produced by Borun have more than 40 colors, but the most popular ones are 

black, gold, silver and rose gold. The order volume of gold foil balloons is about 20,000 every 

month. 

  

The quality of the small Star foil balloon produced by Borun Balloon factory is very high, and 

our production workshop is a dust-free workshop, because we need to ensure the tightness of 

the star foil balloon when sealing the edge, and produce high-quality foil balloon, otherwise it 

will lead to quality problems of the balloon, such as insufficient air filling or corner breakage. 

We can accept customers from any country to visit our factory. We will never allow damaged 

balloon products to be delivered to customers. We have been adhering to the business tenet of 

"quality and reputation first". 

  

For the use of foil balloons you can fill with air, of course, you can also fill with helium or 

hydrogen gas and then seal the automatic glue edge and tie a ribbon, let the small star foil 

balloon float in the air. Before, a customer was very creative. He purchased the LED light chain 

at the same time as the small star foil balloon. He tied the hydrogen filled foil balloon with a 

ribbon, then surrounded it with the LED light chain, and floated into the air, “shining in the night 

sky”. 

  

In addition to providing customers with conventional foil balloons, we can also provide 

customers with customized printed star foil balloons. As long as you have the pattern you want 

to print, we can provide you with printing after selecting the style of basic small star foil 

balloons. Of course, we can also provide you with customized star foil balloons. 
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